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INTRODUCTION 

As in most Western countries the Dutch people tend to feel that crime rates 
are rising and that crime is becoming a real problem in society. 
Are these feelings based on the reality of crime~statistics or victimiza
tion-rates? Do they result from·some spectacular events like terrorist 
activities implying hostages? Are they influenced by the way the mass-
media cover the topic of crime? Is it possible that the crimi~al justice 
system itself does constribute to some extent in creating feelings of in
security? The answers to these questions are very hatd to find and i't is quite 

" < J 

probable that all assumptions contain a grain 6f truth. In this paper I 
can only try to answer some of the ques.tions in analysing three related pers
pectives of the crime problem in the Neth@rlands. 
The first perspective is that of the processing of crime in our criminal 

. justice system. By reviewing some quantitative data, we will be able to 
discover certain trends that appear clearly. 
This in itself is not a simple matter. Of course the crimi~al justice 
system produces quite a lot of information on the processing of crime by 
its differ'ent sub-systems: the police, the prosecution, and the judiciary. 
But as we all know this information tell~ us more about the functioning 
of the different subsystems than it does' about extent and nature of criminal 
activities. There are several reasons for this situation: The first is 
that there can be no crime record without som~one reporting the crime: in 
Holland some 90% of all crimes known to the police are reported by private 
citizens, and some 10% are detected by the police themselves. It follows 
that crime registration depends on reporting by the public and of course 
people are more willing to report some crimes than others. There is clearly 
heavy undE!rreporting in the area of sexual criminality, or in what is 
ca 11 ed IIvi ctiml ess II crime. The second reason ; s that the pol ice do not 
always defin~ acts as criminal in the same way as the public does. There is 
considerable evidence that the police handle their own criteria as to what 
constitutes a crime, which means that not all acts reported as crimes will 
be recorded by the police as such. Still other factors may influence the 
recqrding of crim~s by the police, such as their workload, or the possi
bility of clearing a case. This is also true for the other levels of the 
criminal justice system, the prosecution and the judiciary. All these 
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pro~edures in :turn affect official statistics of processing crime. 
~, third re~son is that'changes in societies values and norms may have an 
in~ediate impact on crime statistics, whereas the acts in question may not 
show any variation. An example of this is the practically complete dis
appearance from crime statistics of acts like blasphemy, adultery, porno
graphy or abortion, and a change i~ volume as well as in nature of drug-

,I 

and ,indecency. offenses. Nonetheles: official criminal statistics remain 
very useful as, an indicator of the :functioning cf the criminal justice 
system and of criminal justice policy at the different levels of the 
system. 
And yet, to devise or modify existing criminal justice policy, there is 
a need to gain a better insight, or to get a better approximation of nature, 
volume and evolution of criminality. This is the reason why the Research . 
and Documentation Centre of the Ministry of Justice is conducting victimi
zation studies on a yearly basis. Of course victim studies also have their 
drawbacks, among which the problems of reliability and validity. But, 
while we must continue to ameliorate the method, I think these studies 
form a reasonab1e corrective on official statistics. Moreover they highlight 
some 5p~cific sensible points in criminal justice policy, or more speci
fically, policing-policy., 
So my second perspective will be that of our latest victimization study. 
I \vill try to discover some crime trends and see to what extent they 
are consistent with what official statistics have learned us. 
Which brings me to a third field of interest concerning the problem of 
crime in our society: the interactions between the public and the criminal 
jus~ice authorities with respect to the defining of crime and its percep
tion. I wil1 try to show that these interactions have considerable conse
quences in terms ,of people'swillingness to report crime to the police, as 
well as their willingness to collaborate with authorities in maintaining 
acceptable levels of norm-respecting behavior. In this analysi~ I will qraw 
on our victimization study and on a study'among the Dutch population can 
cerning people1s experiences with the police. 
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1. CRIME PROCESSING IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (1) 

To start with ~n overview of the vplume of crime ;n1975, f~~ure 1 shows 
'.' I" 

the number of crimes known to the polite, as we;l as those cleared and 
• , • I 

handled at the prosecuting level. 

For Figure!~~ see page 4. 

As figure 1'shows there has been a sharp increase in the number of crimes 
, ! 

known to the police.:There is however much less increase in the handling 
of suspects, and·in the ac~ivities of prosecutor and judge. This indicates 
that the system ; tse 1 f has a 1 imited capaci ty of process.; ng crime, whi ch 
;s one factor among others contributing to limited crime control. 
Figure 2 shows a flow-chart of the various steps taken within the criminal 
justice system in the processing of crime. Comparing the data of 1975 with 
those of 1972, it is worth noting that whjle the volume of crimes known 
to the police inc~eased by 30%, the number of crimes cleared decreased 
from .35,5% to 32%. Noteworthy is also the considerable reduction of cases 
, " 

to be settled, into the catagory of con~;ctions,a reduction of 65%. 

For Figure 2~see page 5. 
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"FIGURE 1. Crimes known t9 the police and cleared, as well as those handled'by the 
judiciary, ordinary crlmlnal cases; The NetherZands. 
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----------------~ ~ 

1970 1975 . 

crimes known 
to the police 

crimes known 
. to thp. po 1 ice; i n 

which the sus
pect were known 

total cases 
handled 

dismissals 
(by the Public 
Prosecutorj 

~ .. 
~ 'Source: Netherl ands Central Burea'u of Stati sti cs, Judi,ci al Stati sti cs, '1974/75. · ' -
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FIGURE 2. Flow Chart of the Administration of Criminal Justice in 1975 in ~he Netherlands. 
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Turning to the police we have seen that the overall percentage of.cases 
cleared is rather low. However there is much variation in cases cleared 
depending on the nature of the offense. The following table shows the 
variation. 

TABLE 1. Percentage cleared of different categories of crimes known to the 
police in 1975. 

t-------r , .'-
\ 

Violation Af the Narcotic Drug act 
t 

Violation ~~ the ~eapon act . 
Crimes aga~nst public law and order 

I ·1' 

Violence a0,inst person 
Felonous vIolation of the R0ad Traffic Act 
Indecency ~ 
Violence a!lainst property 
Property crimes 

9Q 
99 
96 
83 
73 
51 
31 
23 

I 

% (~= 2.782 
% (n= 2.481 ) 
% (n= 4.187 ) 
% (n=l1. 780 ) 
% (n=45.563 ) 

% (n= 7.215 ) 
% (n=26.335 ) 
0' 70 (n=344. 198) 

As is apparent from table 1 the majority of crimes known to the police consist 
of property crimes, which are specially hard to clear. Comparing 1972 
with 1975, property crimes and violence against property increased by 32% 
and 77%, whereas clearing percentages declined from 26,2% to 23% for proper
ty crimes, and from 39,4% to 31% for violence against property. 
With respect to the second level of judicial intervention, the prosecu
tion, figure 2 indicated that the work-load in 1975 consisted of 160.893 
cases. Traditionally Holland has a rather liberal policy of dismissals: 
about half of cases are generally settled or dismissed by the prosecutor, 
with- or v/ithout conditions. In 1972, this percentage was 54,4%, in 1975 
50,7%. 
Concerning penalties imposed, we do distinguish between three matn forms of 
punishment: imprisonment, custody, and finesc

• 

Imprisonment is imposed for all serious offenses ,and ranges from a few 
months to lifelong term: Custody is imposea for minor ,offenses and is l~mi-
ted to a maximum of 1 year. Fines are imposed whenever ~ossible, as there 
is a widespread feeling that they form a very useful alternate sanction 
for custody. Recently a project of law was introduced in parliament enlar
ging the possibility for the prosecutor to establish "transactions", that 
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is to impose fines even in the case of (less serious) criminal offenses. " 
The advantage here lies in the fact that the offender will not get a crimi-

I . 

nal record as a transaction forms a conditional dismissal. 
Reviewing the distributio~ of penalties from 1965 to 1976, proportions , 
remain very stable: about 27% of all penalties imposed result il',l imprison-
ment or custody, 43,5% result in fines, and about 21% in a combinatio~ 
of imprison~ent and fine. These measures account for 90% of ail penalties. 

" 

The remain~er consists of conditional Or other penalties. Consistent w~th 
, i 

the general character of the Dutch criminal justice system, there has been 
a notable q~iange in policy with respect to length of imprisonment. As 
tab 1 e 2 shc\~'/s short tenn sentences increased whereas longer sentences 

I " , 
are 1 ess fr;·equently imposed. 

'''~ 
TABLE 2. Length of unconditional sentences of imprisnnment(in percentages) --LIP to i ,t 3-6 6 months 1 year over 3 years Total - " ~i 

1 month mor:ths months to 1 year 1 year to and 
: 

3 years over 
.. , 

1965 50.0 17.3 15.9 11.1 1.6 3.6 0.5 lOa (11.872) 
I 

1966 51.1 16.9 15.4 11.6 1.5 3.1 0.5 100 (12.193) . ' , 

1967 51. 3 16.3 15.7 11.4 1.5 3.3 0.4 100 ("3.128) 
1 1968 53.9 15.9 15.9 10.7 1.2 2.1 0.3 100 (i3.562) 

1969 56.9 
1970 57.6 
1971 57 .. 2 
1972 58.1 

1'" 1973 08.9 

1975 56.7 

14.9 
16.7 
16.9 
17.3 
16.9 
, 
18.8 

16.1 
15.5 
14.7 
14.8 
14.7 
13.7 

9.2 
7.5 
7.9 
7~0 

6.7 
6.6 

1.0 
1.0 
1.2 
0.8 

0.7 
1.1 

1.6 
1.4 
1.7 
1.6 
1.5 
2.3 

p.3 
0.3 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0:8 

ioo (12)73) 
100 (12.954) 
100 (14.143) 
100 (14.359) 
100 (13.792) I 
100 (1 .. L797)/ 

• Source: Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics, Criminal Statlstics, 1975. 

• 

A complicating factor in analysing official statistics is the fact that no aliowance 
is made for demographic changes. The post-war 'baby-boom' resulted in ~ very 
large proportion of adolescents in the sixties. Both the criminological institute 
of Nijmegen University and our Research and nocumentation Centre have caicuiated 

---"-T ___ c_on_V_i_ction trends for the period 1964-1975 while keepin~ size of age-group constant: I 
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Let us review 5 categories of crime: 
- crimes against public law and order 
- violence against the person 
- property crimes 
- indecency 
- violence against property 

. 
'FIGUR~ 3. Crimes,~ga;nst public law and order'. ; 
Numbe~ bf conv;ct~ per ags group if the population had ~emained cons~ant sinc~ 1~6~ • 
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Crimes against pubUc Zaw and ordel' i ncl ude a ,1 arge var; ety of acts such 
as provo riots, student aqtions, protest camp~igns and the like. 
Most convictions under thif. heading were for: violence against persons or 
property in conjunction (it)%), disturbance of the;;peace (15%), tefractoriness 

, .~: ,~ 

(15%), and interference wi~h public officials (lS~). An interesting trend 
is that in age-catagory 18-20, conv~,ctions reacheJ a peak in the years 

• I .. ' 

'c 
1968 during~the student actions, and then declined again to reach a stable 
level, which in however higher than in' the beginCing of the si?<ties. 

~ , 

The 21-29 a~e-group shows the same decrease in c~nvictions, but in the 
'! 

seventies t~ere is a rather sharp increase. Unlike the younger age-group 
this age-grGup probably is the most active in all kinds of student and puhlic 
demonstrati (I:ns . We shoul d note that }thi s type of ',crimes showed an increase , , 

in total corj'victions from 1964 to 1976 of 14%. 

VioZence agcinst the person 

The legal definition of this catagory covers also a wide variety of behavior, 
I ~, 

.although sil'lple assault received by far the largest number of convictions (89%). 

The registrc:tion of this type of behavior depends very strongly on the 
I 

willingness;of the citizens to report, as well as on the willingness of the 
police to ri~ord it, as we will see in the following section. Moreover it 
appears tha1\ the prosecutor tends to dismiss an jncreasing number of these 
less seriou~'offenses during the last years. As far as conviction are concerned, 

•. I, 

fi gure 4 shc:ws a reduct; on for every age-group except the 18-20 years age-group. 
The data seem to confirm that most violence against the person occurs among 
adolescents, although one should keep in mind that the 18-20 years age-
group is far smaller than the other age-groups. On the whole however the ana
lysis does not indicate a spectacular rise of violence against the person 
in Dutch society. In this respect it ;s noteworthy that, over the 1964-1976 

period the absolute number of convictions actually declined by 28% (from 
4961 to 3605)'. 
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FIGURE 4. Violence a0ainst persons 

Number of convicts per age-group if the population had remained. constant since 1964' 
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~opepty opimes. show an increase of convictions since 1964 of about 
17%. The greatest number of convictions refer to theft, burglary and em
bezzlement (80%). The most striking fact of figure 5 is the enormous . : 
increase in convictions iwthe 18-20 age-group. Stated in other words: youth 

. ~ . 
crime is essentially pro~;.~rty crime. Although there also is an increase in 
convicti?ns in the 21-29 ~ge-group, the increase is much less mar,ked. As 
far as the ,other age-grOLJS are concerned, one notes a decrease (for 
the 40 yea~s to 50 and over) or a stabilization (for the 30-3~ years). 

Fop Figupe 5~ see page 12. 
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Indecency. In the past,criminal justice practice concerning indecency con
centrated mostly on breaches of sexual morality. In the last 10 to 15 years 
far more tolerance developed towards all kinds of sexual behavior, and 
convictions dropped sharply from 1964 to 1976 for all age-groups. Most _, 
convictions were for inde~ent expo~ure (30%)~ fot sexual abuse of children 

, . ~~ ... " 

(25%), and .for indecent a$sault (2-~;%). ~ 
": ~. ~ ,1· 

To illustrate the change in values,!:lnd norms in ·~,his respect let us recall. 
that total ;number of conv1ctions fl;r indecency o,/clined by 69% in the 1964- . 
1976 perioq {from 2171 to 689 conv~~tions)"J . 
VioZence aa,ainst prope2,ty shows an increase in cJnvictions fror.11964 to 1976 
by 27%. An( again it is the younger age-groups t;1at account for the great~st 

"' .' . .' 
number of clonvictions as well as for the nearly' .:otality of the increase in 

• • 1 1 
conv, ct, on~L. , 
So let us ~tate a correction on what was said b~fore; Youth crime is 
in the fir,st place property crime, and in the second plClce vai1da-
1ism. The i'8-20 years age.~group is~responsible for a continuous increase 
in conviction from 1964 t~ 1976, whereas the 20-29 years age-group shows 
an increase on1y from 1971 on. 

For Figure 6~ see page 14. 

Summarizing the main findings in this section it appears that there is a 
widening gap between crimes known to the police and crimes cleared. Crimes 
not cleared include mainly property crime and vandalism. As far as 
convictions are concerned: in a 12 years period, we have seen a decline in 

I 

convictions for, indecency (69%) and violence against the person (28%), and 

an increase in Convictions for crimes against public law a~d order (14%); 
property crime (17%) and vio1~\nce cgainsi; property (27%). 
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.. n GURE 6. V; 01 ence aga; ns t property 

Number of convictions per age-group if the population had remained constant 
since 1964. 
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2. TRENDS IN CRIMINALITY (2) 

The research center's victim studies have been conducted since 1973 on 
a representative sample of the Dutch population. The sample now reaches 
a size of 10.000 adults. Ten types of crime were chosen, whose definitions 
were cl~ar,and unambiguous. 
Tabl'e 3 shq~s the percentage of the population which have been victims 
of these ty'pes of crimes over 5 years ~ 

TABLE 3. Victim percentages for the years 1973-1976; arranged in their 
order.of magnit'ude; in% (3). 

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 

Innocent party hit by motor vehicle 3 3 4,5 7,1 6,3 
Damage to p~operty - - 5 5,9 6,8 
Theft of bicycle x 4 3 4,5 5,4 5,9 
Theft of moped x 7 10 6,5 4 4,2 

Pickpocketin£ 1 . 1 1,7 3 2,4 
Theft from car x 2 2 1,7 3 2,3 
Threatening or "violent behaviour - - 1;5 2,5 2,6 
in public place , , 

Indecent assault in public place - - 1,1 ~,~ 1,5 

Burglary of· private house 0,9 0,7 1,1 1,i 1~2 

Theft of car x - 0,5 0,4 0,5 0,6 

X percentages calculated on vehicle-owners. 

It is a remarkable fact that results are on the whole consistent with official 
statistics, that is they indicate a rise in property crime, violence against 
the person and vandalism. The only exception. is the decline in theft of 
mopeds, which is probably due to the compulsory wearing of a he1met since 
1975. On the main"1977 seems to indicate a certain stabili~ation in crimi: 
hal activity, with two exceptions: pickpocketing and theft trom car~ 

I" 

Both show a significant reduction. This may be due to the reduced hard-drug 
, 

use in Amsterdam, as these crimes are very much drug-related: 
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There are large differences in victimization between aur three largest 
cities (Amsterdam, Rotterdam and the Hague) and the rest of the country: 
urban rates are twice as pigh as those for the rest of the country for 
bicycle theft. theft fro; cars, pi~kpocketing, Miolence against the 

• I'e j .~ '" .... 
person and vandalism. Although o~lY about 15% &f the total population 
live in these cities, 30% of the ~rimes are comm·~tted there. Among the three 
citi es, Amsterdam has the highest "percentage of,;'Vi ctims: in 1976, 26% of 
Amsterdamspopulation where victims of lor more o(the selected crimes, against 

., ' 

16.6% of the total Dutch population. 
Reviewing the seriousness of the crimes, it app~ars that according to degree 

~, 

of injury or the value of property-loss, the crimes are on the whole less 
serious than those that do appear in police sta~istics. The average Dutch
mans risk of serious injury is still very small: only 3% of victims of in
decent as~ault, and 7% of victims of violence against the person needed 
medical tl~eatment; none needed admission to the hospital. Nor did victims 
of proper'~y-crimes endure heavy financial losses,although this is partly 
due to varjous forms of insurance. 
There are some sociological factors that are related to a differential degree 
of victimization. One already mentioned is urbanization: where the victimi
zation percentage ;s 26.6% in the three largest cities, it is only 7.5% in 
communities of less than 5000 inhabitants. 
Another factor is age: 28.2% of people aged up to 24, 16.7% of the 35-45 
age-group and 7.2% of those aged 65 and over have been victimized in 1976. 
Finally, men run higher risks than women: 19% of men again-t 14.3% of women 
have been victims of crime.Multiple regression analysis showed that the main 
risk-increasing factor is age, th~ next one is size of the municipality, 
and the third one is sex. Specifiying a little more, age is found to be a 
particular significant variable in the case of vehicle-accidents, bicycle 
thefts, and violence against the person. Community size is most signi
ficant in the case of bicycle theft, pickpocketing and vandalism, which may 
be considered as typically urban crimes. Burglary and vehicle accidents are 
not related to community size. 
Summarizing the main results~ in 1976 14% of the Dutch people were victim 
of one of the nine selected crimes, and a further 2.5% were victim of 
more than one crime. In other words one Dutch person in ~ix Was the victim 
of one of these crimes. However, in terms of personal injury or financ-ial 

losses, most victimizations were not all too serious~ 
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3. CRIME, VICTIMS AND THE POLICE 

, 
As we stated before, not all crimes committed are reported to the police. 
In fact reporting rates vary considerably according to type of crime. 
Crimes most reported are vehicle thefts and burglary. Crimes least re
ported are jviolence against the person and vandalism, results that are 
confirmed by victim surveys in other countries (4). , 
Enquiring is to the reason for not reporting, three main reasons were . 
put forwarcl~ The fi rst is 1 ack of ser.i0usness of the offense, when the 

,~ 

victim see~~d to consider that no real crime had been committed. (one 
third to h~lf of cases of not reporting). The second reason involked was that 
reporting ~eemed' useless because of the remote possibil ity of recovering 
the property or discovering the suspect (one f1fth to 46% of cases). A 
third reason that was advanced by a small minority only (~ 7%) included 
accusations like lithe police don't do anything anyway". Finally a rather 
high percentage of victims of indecent assaults declared they had been 
reluctant to go to the police. 
Analysing the factors that affect the decision to inform the police it 
appears that the value of the goods stolen and the seriousness of the in
juries were most significant. This is very clear with respect to agressive 
acts~ only 23% of victims of violent behavior reported to the police, but of 
those who required medical treatment 76% did sO .. Relations of sociological 
variables, like sex, age or urbanization with willingness to report ara 
weak, and so the seriousness of the offense comes out ~s the one most im~ 

pOl"tant factor· determi ni ng the deci s i on to inform the pol ice 
But here looms another problem: even when people decide to inform the police, 
the latter do not always record the information officially. Thus as table 
4 shows, not only is there much variation in reporting. crimes by the vic
tims, but there is also considerable variation in the recording of crime by 
the police (5). Here too agressive acts are ~east often recorded. Yet 21% 
of thefts from a car and 32% of bicycle thefts are not officially recorded, 
and the percentage in the case of pickpocketing is still higher; namely 
44%; 
Analyzing the factors that have'an impact on the police decision to make 
an official report of theft from cars, pickpocketing and vandaiism it 
apeared that women reporting one of these crimes .are taken less seriously 
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TABLE 4. Percentages of the crimes revealed by the survey that were notified 
to the police a~d on wh~ch!an official report was prepared (1977 survey). 
~------------------~, 

I~umber 
of 
victims 

:ieported 
to the 
police 

Num~r of 
repc-i~ted 
crirr ;·s 

Official 
records 
made 

11 --------------------r-------------------- ----------------------

Theft of bi (~yc 1 e 
Theft of moped 
Theft from c:ar 

I~ 

Theft of cM;; 
Pi ckpocketi rig 
Burgl ary • 
Indecent assault 
Violent threatening 
behaviour 
Vehicle accident 
Vandalism 

N % % 
--------------------j-----------------------
!·486 
:. 

63 

192 
32 

325 
117 

128 

254 

766 

628 

68.1 
85:5 
63.6 

96:7 
54:4 
80.7 
27.8 

24.5 
49.4 
24.1 

331 

54 
122 

31 

177 
94 
35 

. 62 

378 
151 

68 

85:2 
78;7 

84 
56 

74.5 
71.4 

29 
60.3 

43 

than men: 60% of these crimes reported by women against 81% of the same crimes 
reported by men were officially recorded, and this result remained the same when 
other factors were maintained constant. Another factor is the seriousness of 
the crime: only 18% of acts of vandalism in which financial loss was less 
than 50 guilders, were recorded, but the proportion of official records in
creased to 50% incases where damage exceed 250 gui 1 ders. A thi rd factor is 
urbanization degree: in the big cities the police more often made official 
reports than in the country. This was also found in an observation study of 
police patrol work in two cities and 6 rural communities (6). The reason could 
be the greater integration of the rural police officer in the community he 
serves: on one hand he knows the people well ,.;s better informed and handles 
many matters in an informal way; on the other hand the community aiso puts 
specific social pressures on the policeman estabiishing the ;imits within 
with he may operate~ The same has been fOUnd in England by Cairi~ who com~ 

pared the police role in the city with that role in the couhtry (7): 

.~ 
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We now arrive at the important question of the relationship between the 
public and the police with respect to crime prevention. From the side of 
the public this implies different elements: the reactions of citizens to 
the discretlonary power of the police in recording offenses and complaints; 
the evaluation of police efficiency in crime combating; the willingness 
to report offenses; and the willingness to cooperate with the po~ice in 
matters of order maintenance and crime prevention. The issue is important 
1 • . 

because the police cannot adequately handle their job without the coopera-
tion of the public. An American study of the Rand corporation on the 
investigation process has shown that the police depend very much on the public 
in clearing criminal cases (8). But even in the field of order maintenance, 
the police cannot properly function without the support of the public. 
I am able to give some answers to the questions mentioned above, because 

we conducted a survey among the Dutch population, in which we enquired on 
their experiences with the police, their evaluation of police performance 
and police behavior, and their willingness to cooperate with the police (9). 
As far as type of police contact is concerned, 16% of all contacts conslsted 
of complaints filed or offenses reported by me~bers of the pub~ic. Police 
reactions showed considerable variation: of only 10% of complaints a written 
report was made, in 36,5% of cases the police mediated between parties, but 
in 43% of cases the police did nothing at all; with respect to offenses, only 
in half the cases did the police make a written statement, in 21,5% of cases 
the}'e was no polic~ reaction. Asked to evaluate police performance and police 
behavior this specific catagory of repondents expressed very negative opinions. 
Manifestly nothing gave rise to so many hard feelings towards the police 
as the absence of police reaction in cases of offenses and complaints brought 
to them by members of the public. One third of these responeents judged 
police behavior not correct, half of them fou~dit not cooperative and 
one fifth declared the police were agressive; finally, two third claimed 
I:hey were i neffi ci ent. 
More generally, between 30% and 40% of all respondents claimed the police 
were not- or only ~oderat~ly efficient in combating crime: 
Answers to a set of questions on police protection showed that more than one 

, '" " 

third of , respondents feel only moderately protected by the poli~e; ~nd nearly 
half claimed the police are never there when you need them~ A sizable propor-
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tion of respondents (about one third) expressed the desire to have more 
police stations in the neighborhood as well as more police patrolling in day
time (28%) and at night (4t%). It is worth ment10ning that these concerns are 
significantly more often e~pressed by city-dwellers than by those 1iving in 
the country, and also much more often by people living in poor neighbor
hoods than b~.!1eople livins\ in middle-class areas. 
~e also have indications f~om an ea:lier study that people ~ith clear feelings 
of insecurity have less confidence in the police (10). In the same line 
the victimization study shswed a negative correlation between victim per
centages and reporting rate: in Amsterdam 49% of victims of bicycle theft, 
42% of victims of pickpocketing and 6% of victims of vandalism notified the 
police, whereas the national figures are 72%, 59% and 28%. This is the more 
striking as the victim percentages in Amsterdam were over twice as high 
as in the rest of the country (11). Questioned about the reason for n~t 
reporting, the answers indicated lack of confidence in police initiative as 
~ell as in police ability to clear the case;. 
Reporting an offense to the police when one is victimized is one thing, 
calling the police in cases where offenses are actually committed or might 
be committed is quite another thing. Our population survey indicated that 

. most people a~e very reluctant to call the police in all cases except 
when they feel threatened in their personal integrity on property. 
A m'~ority of respondents would call the police if a stranger climbed into 
their neighbor's garden, if some stranger was hanging around their street 
for hours and if groups of adolescent boys were breaking the windows of a 
community house. But only about half would call the police in cases of street 
fights and serious beatings, or when they witnessed a clear property crime like 
the stealing of bricks. In cases people consider as private matters 
(family conflicts)~or when children are involved, willingness to involve the 
police is minimal: People dislike to call the police because of possible 
consequences like having to witness or fear of retaliation. But the motive 

, ,- , . 

most often. advanced was: "it is none of my bus i ness ~ 1 et the police sort 
this out, it is their job": .. . 
So in short the situation ~e have arrived at is the fol1owing:.~hen victimized~ 
people do hot report every crime to the p01ice; ~heh they report; the police 
do not always take action; no action taken by the police c~uses frustrations 
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and negative feeli~gs among the public. Added to this are widespread feelings 
of lack of protection by the police and the desire for more,police presence 
iri the living environment. An increase in victimization up to ~ certain level 
is accompanied by a loss of confidence in police efficiency and;a decline 
in reporting offenses,to the police. Finally willingness to collaborate 
with the police in crime related matters is rather low. 
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4~ CONCLUSIONS 

Let us recall the main finqings in this paper. We have seen that crimina-
I 

lity has been increasing in the Netterlands durin~ the last decade. We have 
however to specify: not all crime has been increa;';ing. It is essentially 

" 

property crime and vandal ism that sh~w the greate~'.t increase. With respect 
. , .... 

to violence against the person, there is some inc,;ease, although not in its 
,~ . 
/' most serious froms. 1, 

The offenders are mostly young males~ 
Crime rates are twice as high in the large cities than in the rest of the 
country. 
Variables related to a high degree of victimization are: male sex, age under 
24, living in an urban area. It should be stressed that most crime is 
petty crime, and this generalization holds also for reported crime. 
Relations between the public and the police with respect to crime prevention 
are a matter of some concern. Many people tend to think police efficiency 
in combating crime as well as police protection are insufficient: they 
cl early want a greater po 1 ice presence, an~ more pol ice acti vity. 
What should we conclude in the presence of the available data? 
I think that one of the major conclusions must be that criminologists and author; 
ties should not be, satisfied telling us there no such thing as a IIcrime-

wave ll
, that crime is only petty criminality, that there is no increase in 

serious violent crime, and that consequently there is no cause for worries. 
The point is that in real life experience people feel very concerned and are 
much affected'when their bike is stolen, their purse snatched, or their house 
burglarized. And this is exactly the type of crime that is occuring more and 
more frequently. 'It could be argued that this is the prize we have to pay 
for the nature and organization of our free, prosperous, consumei' society. The 
Question is however how much of this type of criminality in a given society . ' 

can be tolerated without leading to disruptive effects on its quality of 
life: Some of these effects are well-known: deserted cities at night, all 
kinds of private security devices from watch-dogs, to fire-arms, private 
security agencies as a parallel police-force. Other effects came out of our 
stud;es~ the more people get in touch with (petty) criminality, the more 
fee 1 i ngs of ; nsecurity and 1 a'ck of adequate protect; on become wi despread ~ 
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the less people' adress themselves to the police, either to report offenses, 
or to call them when offenses may be -or are- committed. 

! 
If our society wants to k~ep criminality within certain acceptable limits, 

~~ 

police~, judicial~, socia~-, healt~-) housing- ~Dd welfare-agencies should 
reflect with the public, on state ~evel as well ~s on local community level, 
on new ways of cooperation to achieve safe and ~!gh-quality community life. . " ~ 

There are some signs of awareness of the prob 1 err!.,:" among pol ice authoriti es 
" which have led to interesting experiments; 

r.1any forces have reinstituted the so-called ,ima;1 on the beat'~ to re-establish 
contact and thus mutual confidence between the community and the poli~e. The 

, , 
ci ty of the Hague conducts an experiment with speci a 1 preci nc~-offi ce'~s, 
who are relieved of their repressive tasks and have an exclusively social 
function, cooperating with all relevant local agencies, giving assistance 

. . 
when needed, and signalizing specific problem situations that might lead to 
crime or disturbance of the order. In other cities the police tries to 
collaborate with other social agencies in some.particularly criminal areas to 
try to create together a better life climate. In the city of Utrecht an 
experiment is going on in associating social .work agencies with many of 
the l~rgent tasks of assistance the police must cope with especially during 
the \'Jeek-ends. A 11 these experiments, whether they succeed or not, mean 
the police is looking for ways to get a better integration in the community 
they serve, so as to optimalize their services to the population. On the 
other hand the Department of Justice has recently instituted a new section on 
Prevention of Criminality, with the ultimate goal of educating the public 
on their own responsibilities and possibilities in preventing crime. 
There is insufficient awareness among the public that crime prevention con
cerns every citizen and :1ot just the police. The attitude "we have hired the 
police to fight crime; it is none of our business" . of course quite 
erroneous, and efforts are deployed to heighten peopleis consciousness that 
simple technical prevention devices as well as informal social control will 

• 
be more effective in reducing crime in the community than·reactive formal 
social control by official authorities~' 
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